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Synopsis
Do you want to know how to decorate on a budget? Are you looking for the best ways to design your home? Do you want to decorate your home but don’t want to spend a lot of money? In this audiobook we give you the best colors and layouts to use for any apartment or house layout. After hearing this book, you will know how to maximize your space visually and apply these professional techniques inexpensively.
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Customer Reviews
Note: I am an individual that has not owned any houses yet and therefore a complete novice. My partner and I have been planning to purchase a small home and therefore I really needed a book to help me out as I am really blind towards design and essentially an uncreative person. The author has adopted a rather terse tone and hence the book is extremely concise. Although the book does contain a few tips that may be considered general knowledge, the author has been able to cater to a wide audience as she gives advice about many styles. Overall, I would definitely recommend this book to those who are absolutely new to design and wish to have a quick read.

I needed this because I knew nothing about putting and mixing decors together and the book did not fail me. It helped me turn my dull-looking apartment into a more lively and bright one. I liked that the author imparted her knowledge and Ideas.
It's an enjoyable read and learned new stuff such as colors. I think it's a fact that for men there are only basic choices of colors. I'm thinking of repainting our living room and my home office so I am currently in the process of learning what colors blend with what and so on. This book gives me ideas and jotted down some of them but I expected some photos so I can compare ideas and choices. I don't know what Ricoco is so it would have been nice if there was a photo demonstrating the point. Nonetheless, a good read especially for someone who has zero to limited knowledge in interior design. The bonus video at the end is a good one. Talks more about furniture and art pieces that maximizes space.

My wife loves all the time be renew household things this book is oriented as it should do so without problems and to have a excencial harmony in the house without problems, of course we can not afford everything we want but the book It gives bright ideas as to organize everything inside the house so that does not look ugly and dirty, plus the best of everything as it is digital you can take it everywhere thanks to our kindle undoubtedly another big purchase. is easy to read and uncomplicated as it is not very technical and I like as are the colors of the house with this book to aprecer gives bright ideas and flies his imagicion really do love what my wife is doing in our home.

This is quite possibly the stupidest purchase I've ever made on . It does not contain information that isn't already published in multiple blogs and Youtube videos. Most of the images within the "book" can be found in the first couple of pages of Google Images if you search for "Interior Design." There is some structure to the overall narrative but there is very little actual information. I also love how the physical copy of the book tries to teach you the importance of colors using black and white images.

Our home, the place where we arrived after a busy day or a weekend to share with our family, of course tidy, messy, ugly or beautiful, is still our home but better than some decoration to give the space where we rested a better image or what other word refers, interior. A complete interior decoration is more to rearrange the furniture and other small household things, is planning to find solutions and designs that look attractive, functional and spacious, all this will be found in this book from the proper order of espacion, lighting The decoration and more. It is a very complete truth book and that will be very useful for people who seek a new looks in our house, but of course this needs to have talent like to know choose what are the best things that blend perfectly and they shine a home. If you want to redecorate your home, this book is one of the best things you can read, there
are all kinds of tips, comments and guides images to feel comfortable.

I am currently renovating my house and looking for new interesting ways to decorate. I liked how this book covers a minimalist style which is probably my favourite. Tip 31 was great, paint your ceiling in a lighter colour to make the room look bigger. I never thought of that. Great tips

This book is one of a kind it gave me ideas on how to make my entire house right from the sitting room, bed room and even my kitchen with exotic but without spending more than my budget. It is a good pick up especially for beginners who want to have good interior decorations but have little money to spend. Very useful are the information concerning the different colors for your home.
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